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FOREWORD
The Western Cape Library Service (WCLS) has been in existence for 64 years. It is
the biggest of the nine provincial library services in South Africa currently servicing
373 library service points.
As a Provincial Library Service we have taken significant strides to improve access to
information by opening the doors of learning and to create a culture of reading for
everyone in the Western Cape. I truly am proud of the role that the WCLS is playing
in promoting nation building and social cohesion.
Over the past ten years alone, the WCLS has established 53 new libraries across
22 municipalities. In collaboration with the South African Library for the Blind we
established 16 Mini Libraries for the Blind across 13 municipalities. Through our
Rural Library Connectivity Project we currently provide 224 rural libraries, across
24 municipalities, with free internet services for the public. In most of the smaller
communities, the free internet in the library is the only internet service available.
The WCLS is also responsible for delivering library material and professional support
services, including training, to all the public library centres across the province. With
the assistance of our National Department of Arts and Culture and our Provincial
Treasury we are now fully funding 15 municipalities, with significant subsidised
funding (up to 80%) to the remaining ten municipalities, through the Conditional
Grant, Metro Library Grant and the Municipal Replacement Fund.
The Library Service has developed into what it is today because of the hard work of all its staff members—past and present.
As HoD Brent Walters said at our 60th birthday celebration ‘The Library Service is standing on the shoulder of giants. Thank you
to everyone who has contributed through their work.’ I can only echo his sentiments when acknowledging how far the service has
come over the years.
So it is a great pleasure to present this publication of the Insider’s View to you. This publication seeks to deliver a better
understanding of the functions and responsibilities of the different units within the WCLS. It sketches out the functions behind the
scenes in order to provide a clear understanding and appreciation of the work provided by this directorate. In short, it tells the
story of what we do and how we do it.
Cecilia Sani: Director, Western Cape Library Service
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INTRODUCTION
The WCLS is a directorate of the province’s Department of
Cultural Affairs and Sport and is an important role player
in delivering quality services to the inhabitants of the
Western Cape.
The Department seeks to develop, transform and promote a
sustainable library and information service for the province by
providing for the information, reading and learning needs of
each community and it is mandated that this service should
be free, equitable and accessible to all. Ultimately the goal
is to promote a culture of reading, library use and lifelong
learning that enriches the whole community.
This supports the WCLS’s strategic goal of providing a
sustainable library and information service which contributes
to nation building, good governance, social and human capital
development as well as sustainable economic growth and
opportunities.
In the wider sense this aligns with the vision of the Western
Cape’s Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport of creating
a socially inclusive, active and connected Western Cape
which is embedded in the following core values: Caring;
Competence; Accountability; Integrity and Responsiveness;
and Innovation.
The organisation is headed by the director of the Library
Service with three separate arms of the Service, the Central
Organisation, Regional Organisation and Municipal Support
Services, each headed by a deputy director.
For ease of administration, the large number of libraries
managed by the Regional Organisation are divided into four
control areas (Cape Winelands and Overberg, Eden and Central
Karoo, Metropole and West Coast), each managed by an
assistant director. A total of fifteen regions manage the libraries
of two to four municipalities each in a given geographical area
and each region is managed by a regional librarian.
In this publication we take a look behind the scenes of the
WCLS—the organisation that manages the biggest library
network in Africa: what is involved in getting a book onto a
shelf of a library and the various support services provided
by the organisation which assist in fulfilling the mandate
of delivering a quality library and information service to all
inhabitants of the province.
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CENTRAL ORGANISATION
From publisher to library shelf: a library book’s journey

The process of getting a book on a library shelf involves
practically every section of the Library Service.
It starts off with the delivery of the approval copies and
continues through to the book selection process, ordering
and payments, cataloguing, the physical preparation, the
linking of the record on the online library management
system (currently SLIMS), the promotion of the item in the
department’s in-house magazine, the Cape Librarian, via
reviews and accession lists and finally, distribution to the
regional and public libraries. These processes are interlinked
and sections are most of the time dependent on the output of
other sections.
The very first step in getting a new book onto a library shelf
is the process of selecting which titles should be bought from
the big offering of new publications.

Selection
The focus in this section is on review, selection and acquisition
of library material and collection development.
Underpinning these tasks are the necessary and vital activities
of budgetary control, record-keeping and the creation and
maintenance of our online bibliographic database, which
reflects all decisions made.
Our selection and acquisition system is based on reviews
of actual books—copies need to be seen and handled to
determine if they are suitable for public library purposes and
to get a real idea of the contents that cannot be described
with 100% accuracy by a review in a journal or a description in
a catalogue, no matter how comprehensive.
The reviews are written by the book selectors and a team of
professional librarians. Registered vendors submit new books
to be considered for libraries.

A monthly book selection meeting is held where books for
adults and children are considered separately. Reviews of the
titles to be considered are available online for public librarians
at least two weeks prior to the meeting. The physical books
are available for librarians to view and select themselves at
head office. Each library in the Metropole Control Area is
allocated a budget per meeting.
Librarians have a week to come into our Cape Town head
office to look at the books and mark the titles they would like.
Librarians in rural areas give their input for the book selection
meetings to their regional librarians who represent them at
these meetings.
After the book selection meetings, quantities, bibliographic
details and vendor information are checked, after which the
signed requisitions are given to the Orders Section for the
orders to be placed with vendors.
At the beginning of each financial year, the budget for new
books is divided between the metropolitan and rural areas as
well as between the categories of material, such as Afrikaans
fiction and children’s non-fiction. The number of copies of a
specific title that we buy depends on many factors including
funds available, ‘competing’ titles at a meeting, our coverage
of the subject, the demand from libraries and the expected
demand from readers.
The Library Service currently has 373 affiliated libraries. We
order copies not for individual libraries, but for the Service as
a whole. The manner in which titles and copies are physically
distributed to libraries will be discussed in the section on the
Regional Organisation.
Reviewing a book
Before a book is reviewed a record for that individual copy is
created on the online library management system. In addition
to bibliographic details, information as to price and vendor is
also included.

A selection of titles is reviewed, covering material in all
three official languages of the Western Cape and including
all genres from bestsellers to literary fiction, non-fiction,
study guides, reference material and children’s books. A
bibliographic record is created for each reviewed item on the
Library System’s database.

Library material for the monthly book selection meeting
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After perusing a book, the book selector writes a review
in which the contents of the title are described. This is
accompanied by a professional recommendation, which
includes whether the title would be a necessary or valuable
addition to our existing stock (in the case of non-fiction, for
example, this would cover our existing coverage and the
popularity of the subject).
Wherever possible full text or quotes from published reviews
are included to add to the range of opinions contained in a
review. Selectors also make use of online sources and review
databases such as Books in Print.
Viewing of library material before the meeting
Librarians from public libraries in Cape Town view the books
a week before the selection meeting at the Library Service.
They read the attached reviews and make their selections
from there. Regional librarians from the rural areas look
through the books the day before a selection meeting—
reading reviews, perusing the books, consulting with one
another while bearing in mind the requests received via email
from their public libraries.

(Top): Book selection

(Middle): Processing of appro copies

(Bottom): Viewing of library material before the monthly book
selection meeting
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Book selection meeting
Public librarians from the City of Cape Town (CoCT) as well
as regional librarians from the outlying regions attend book
selection meetings where book selectors present the titles that
they have reviewed.
The chairperson of the meeting is the assistant director for
Selection and Acquisitions. The chair calls for opinions from
the floor as to whether the book should be considered for
purchase or not. All decisions regarding which titles and the
number of copies requested by CoCT representatives and for
each region are captured onto a spreadsheet, so that orders
can be processed accordingly. Budgetary control is also
maintained this way, as every region has a certain budget per
meeting for library material and the value of orders per region
is calculated on the spot. Representatives from the Metro and
rural regions give their inputs as to the quantities required.

final dispatch of weekly consignments to fifteen regional
libraries within the WCLS. The receipt and preparation of
books also include those that have been bought by the
Conditional Grant.
Receipt of new books
Delivery of new books from various library vendors takes
place on an ongoing basis, although most deliveries take place
on Wednesdays and Thursdays. Once orders arrive from the
various vendors, the number of delivered cartons are checked
against the amount reflected on the waybill and delivery note.
After verifying that the correct number of cartons have been
received, the delivery is signed for and a copy of the delivery
note is filed as well as recorded in the delivery book.

Orders
There are several administrative processes that take place
before the signed requisitions are delivered to the Orders
Section where orders are placed with vendors.

The new books are unpacked according to the date on
which they were delivered or by special request for urgent
processing. Delivered cartons are unpacked and the total
amount of books in the cartons are accurately counted and
checked against the invoiced total. If the total numbers of
books unpacked from the cartons are correct, the books are
shelved in one of five different stores.

Periodicals
The Acquisitions Section is also responsible for the ordering
of periodicals and newspapers for non-Metro public libraries.
Every three years a catalogue of periodical titles is compiled
from which libraries can select titles for subscription.

At this stage, a ‘master copy’ is created containing information
which includes the vendor details, shelf number where the
book is packed and the total number of copies received. This
‘master copy’ is promptly taken to the Orders Section for
electronic payment of delivered books.

Special Buys and Promotion of our Book stock
The Selection Section is responsible for the development of
the Library Service’s collection as a whole. To supplement
what is ordered at regular selection meetings, some materials
may be purchased as part of a special buy, for example
study guides. In addition, we have standing orders for some
reference works and annuals. Selectors also promote the
Library Service’s stock through reviews, articles and booklists
in the Cape Librarian.

Receipt of the master copy
Upon receipt of the master copy, the specific printed
acquisition form (PAF) is matched to each title received. The
books are then handed out to different officials who each deal
with a specific vendor allocated to them.

Technical Services
Once the selection process is completed, new library material
items have to be physically prepared, catalogued and
classified and captured on the library management system,
which serves as the general catalogue for library staff as well
as library users.

Preparation section

Payment
Each official then checks to see that the right quantity has
been delivered. The price should also be the same as the one
originally quoted. If the information is correct, the titles get
recorded as paid before the electronic payment is done on
the Basic Accounting System (BAS). All paid master copies
are then submitted to a senior official for verification.
Asset verification
After payments for new books have been processed by the
Orders Section, master copies of each title are submitted to
Management to verify the information on the acquisitions
record and for signing off before going to the Asset
Management Section.

The main purpose of the Preparation Section is the receipt,
processing and dispatching of new library material. This
section is indeed a hub of different activities and the place
where the journey of a new library item destined for one of
the many libraries begins. Activities range from the initial
receipt of new library material, asset management and the

Book selectors
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Asset Management Section
This section receives the master copies from the payment
section after asset verification is completed. The officials in
this unit allocate barcodes for the copies of each title. The
copies are then collected from the stores, barcodes are
affixed and laminated.
The barcoded copies are then linked to the record created by
the selection section, and returned to the stores. Meticulous
record keeping of the movement and additions (to SLIMS
database) is also required of the section. The asset managed
master copies are then forwarded to the cataloguing section.

Cataloguing Section
The main function of the Cataloguing Section is to make
an online catalogue available on SLIMS of all the library
material acquired by the WCLS. It is essential for staff to
input information as accurately as possible in order to ensure
successful retrieval of information by library users.

(Top): Checking of books received from vendors

(Middle and bottom): Cataloguing books
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Master copies are received from the Asset Management
Section and the information on the printed acquisition forms
(PAF) are then again checked and verified by library
assistants of the section to make sure that the information
corresponds and that all discrepancies were followed up and
corrected on SLIMS.
Books are sorted into fiction and non-fiction and certain titles
are specially marked for ‘priority processing’. These titles can
vary from yearbooks to the latest bestseller or a book on a
subject urgently needed for school projects or an event and
are processed first. As cataloguing begins, the first step is to
search the entire online SLIMS catalogue to see whether a
bibliographic record exists or not. In most cases a record has
already been created by the Selection staff.

catalogues contained badly-input and inconsistent data. This,
as well as conversion problems, have added enormously to
the cataloguers’ workload. The conversion problems are often
complex and take time to investigate and rectify. Clean-ups
are done programmatically wherever possible. This work is
very important because users will not find information if the
database is not clean; SLIMS users, in particular staff working
on catalogue records, are also able to do their work faster
once the worst of the problems are resolved.
Other duties
Apart from cataloguing, cataloguers do other tasks as well,
for example, they assist other staff at the Library Service or
public libraries with cataloguing and classification queries,

Cataloguing process
Cataloguing and classification is done according to
international codes such as the Anglo American Cataloguing
Rules 2 (AACR2), Resource Description and Access (RDA),
Dewey Decimal Classification System (DDC), Library of
Congress Subject Headings (LCSH)(non-fiction) and Machine
Readable cataloguing (MARC21).
Copy cataloguing is done for non-fiction from databases
such as the WorldCat, in order to speed up cataloguing (for
example, subject headings don’t have to be retyped). This
procedure involves finding the best bibliographic record
on WorldCat, importing it into SLIMS and then editing as
required (for example, spine mark added and the unnecessary
data removed). The non-fiction titles are catalogued by the
librarians, while original cataloguing is done by the library
assistants for fiction books.
The cataloguing work is then checked by the more
experienced staff in the section, to ensure accuracy and to
prevent problems further down the line. As the cataloguers
are responsible for the overall integrity of the database, they
have to ensure that the main information on the acquisition
and catalogue records correspond. There is quite a lot of work
done in the background in some cases, for example, some
juvenile non-fiction books have to be bought as a set, which
then need separate bibliographical records and acquisition
records created before the physical processing can be
done. In the case of sets of encyclopaedias, instructions
regarding item record holdings need to be conveyed from the
cataloguers to the Preparations Section.
Authority file and Catalogue clean-up
The SLIMS cataloguing process also involves work on
authority records (i.e. the authorised forms for authors,
publishers, series, subject headings, etc.).
SLIMS is a union (single) catalogue, created from several
separate PALS catalogues. A lot of inaccuracies were
unfortunately migrated to SLIMS, as some of the PALS

(Top): Searching for catalogue records

(Middle and bottom): Processing of books
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as well as with SLIMS-related queries such as duplicate
bibliographic records or, International Standard Book Number
(ISBN) queries. Depending on the query, the staff member
either refers them to the most knowledgeable staff member
or answers the questions as succinctly and accurately as
possible. These queries can be dealt with in minutes or hours
depending on the detail required and the topic concerned.
The cataloguers also assist when SLIMS cataloguing training
courses are given for public librarians.
Daily lists
After the books are checked, staff from the Selection Support
Section are responsible for compiling a daily list of 30-40 new
book titles that include the bibliographic data, spine label,
storage location and sum total of each title.
A daily list comprises approximately 1 000 copies. These titles
are selected by Cataloguing Section officials and sent through
to the Selection Section for allocation on SLIMS and then to
the Preparation Section who must then collect the books
from the various stores as indicated on the daily book list.

(Top and middle): Two officials are used to affix date slips and card
pockets to books
(Bottom): Books are covered in protective plastic covers
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The ‘master copy’ of each title on the daily list is collected
from the Cataloguing Section before books are collected from
the various stores and sent to the printing room while all the
individual books undergo the physical preparation process.
Printing
The principal machine operator receives book card stencils
produced by the Tracing Section which contains the
bibliographical data of the specific titles. Book cards (catalogue
and yellow cards) are then mass printed as per the daily
lists. One catalogue card of each title is kept to be used for
the compilation of the accessions list that is published in the
Cape Librarian. Spine mark labels are also printed as well as
sequential barcode labels.
Preparation of a new book
The preparation of new books entails various sub-tasks in the
Preparations Section or, more commonly known as, ‘Room
109’. Two officials are used to affix date slips and card pockets
to books. Self-adhesive see-through pockets are usually
affixed on board books for children. Once pockets and date
slips are affixed in all the books (and other library material)
on the daily list, spine mark labels are stuck on the spine or
front of the books. Once the new books have pockets, date
slips and spine mark labels have been affixed, three duplicate
barcodes are stuck into each book. Lastly, books are covered
in protective plastic covers.
Creating item records
After the physical processing of books is completed, item
records are entered on SLIMS by linking the barcode in
the book to the catalogued bibliographical data. Once the
process of physically preparing the item is completed, the
next step in this process is to electronically dispatch books to
regional libraries by linking the barcodes to regional patron
identifications. Books are then packed on individual regions’
shelves and counted to ensure an accurate tally of totals.
Weekly dispatch of new book consignments
Once a week, usually on a Thursday, new library material
that has been processed is recounted, packed and physically
dispatched to the various regional offices. All packed cartons
are weighed and dimensions are recorded on dispatch waybills.
Labels that correspond with the information on the waybills
are affixed on all cartons. Couriers collect the sealed weekly
consignment of new library material for external regions
every Friday morning, while regional staff based at Library
Service head office collects their weekly consignment every
Wednesday from Preparations.

Computer support
Slims System Support
The section has two officials, i.e. a SLIMS System Controller
and the SLIMS System Administrator. The SLIMS System
Controller’s main job function is to train public library staff in
SLIMS procedures.
In addition to the WCLS, there are also over 200 public
libraries configured to SLIMS. When specialised training, e.g.
cataloguing training is needed, it is arranged by the Deputy
Director: Central Organisation on request.
The System Administrator is the first line of support for all
issues logged onto the SLIMS Issue Tracker. That can include
the logging of downtime, request for the monthly statistics
and the reset of passwords for both provincial and public
library staff. The System Administrator’s main duties are
related to SLIMS users, provincial as well as public library staff.
It entails view/change/create users as well as to set properties
of users, adding or deletion of users.

Supporting library staff through information
provisioning and promotion of libraries
Apart from selecting, procuring, preparing and dispatching
library materials to all library service points in the Western
Cape, the WCLS also fulfils many functions that support the
provision of a well-run library service and the promotion of a
culture of reading and lifelong learning.

Information services
The main aim and purpose of Information Services is to
provide support to internal sections as well as regional and
public libraries. Information Services comprise three sections,
namely Central Reference (SN), Publication and Promotions
and Research.

Central Reference Section (SN)
The Central Reference Section, better known as SN (from
‘Sentrale Naslaan’), comprises five collections, namely
reference, film, art, music and audiovisual. The function of this
section is to provide specialised information from information
resources that cannot be acquired for all public libraries
due to their high cost and their specific content. Requested
information is sourced from this collection of books and
pamphlets (with its main focus on South African and African
publications), but also from other special institutions via the
SABINET system. Ready reference queries, mainly for school
projects, as well as providing specialised audiovisual material
such as videos, films, DVDs, CDs and language courses are
other core functions of the section.

Slims System Support
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The different collections
• Central Reference Collection
This is an extensive collection of non-fiction, English fiction;
classics; foreign fiction, Africana and audio books.
• Ready reference services
The aim of this service is to create an extensive information
databank and to provide a fast and effective service to
borrowers. The ready reference collection and other
information collections at public libraries often cannot
satisfy the borrower’s needs for essential information. This
service was created to satisfy urgent question-and-answer
requests speedily and effectively. This information service is
used mainly by scholars and students.
• Music library
The Music Library has a specialised and unique collection of
CDs, records and audio cassettes, which comprises genres
like classical and contemporary music, folk music, jazz and
African music.

(Top): The Art Library

(Middle): The Film Library

(Bottom): The audiovisual collection
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• Art Library
One of the Library Service’s declared objectives is to
promote art appreciation and since 1961 art prints as well as
some original art works have formed an integral part of the
library stock. They are made available to all public libraries
for exhibitions in libraries and elsewhere, as well as for
issuing to organisations and individual borrowers.
Librarians from affiliated public libraries, as well as
organisations (through their local library) who want
to mount exhibitions in libraries or promote art and
incorporate it into their activities, can avail themselves of
the Library Service’s extensive collection. Currently there
are 790 original artworks and 2 977 art prints in stock.
• Film Library
The Film Library has a unique collection of 16mm and 35mm
films that are, in some instances, not found anywhere else
in the world. Requests have been received from all over
the world for copies of films that are only available at the
WCLS. There are approximately 2 025 films in stock.
• Audiovisual collection
The audiovisual collection includes copies of CDs, DVDs and
videos on loan to all public libraries in the Western Cape.
The Central Reference Section receives a copy of every
DVD and video title purchased.

Hospital Street Depot library
An information library facility is offered in the head office
building to all provincial government staff members. A variety
of magazines, newspapers, records, art prints, CDs, DVDs,
management information, fiction and non-fiction of both a
popular and specialised nature are available.
Books not available in the stock of the Hospital Street Depot
can be requested through the special request service and
inter-library loans.
This library is open to staff members between 12:00 and 13:00
daily to simply browse or to borrow library material. Many
staff members enjoy just visiting the library to read the daily
newspapers.

Publication and Promotions Section
The main aim and purpose of the Publication and Promotions
Section is to promote the use of public libraries and their
services in the Western Cape.
In addition, this section is also responsible for promoting
library usage and creating a culture of reading by providing
promotional material to public libraries as well as by
presenting events such as Library Week, National Book Week
and other projects.
Publications
Cape Librarian
The Cape Librarian magazine is the bi-monthly house journal
of the WCLS. It contains articles in the field of library and
information science, library administration, book reviews,
accession lists and news and reports of other libraries
and their outreach programmes. It keeps staff of affiliated
libraries informed of current developments in the library and
information spheres, and, most importantly, it serves as an
essential training tool in library-related issues.
In addition this publication serves as a shop window
showcasing the work done in libraries regarding reading
promotion and literacy projects to promote a reading culture
in the Western Cape.
Promotional material
Year planner
A year planner showing important dates in the LIS world as
well as public holidays and school terms is produced annually
and distributed to all public libraries in the Western Cape
as well as stakeholders in the LIS environment. In addition,
several promotional posters are produced and distributed to
all public libraries in the Western Cape, including Africa Day,
Oral History and Save Water posters.

(Top): Hospital Street Depot

(Bottom): Central Reference Section
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Annual promotional projects
Library Week
To inculcate and promote a culture of reading, library usage,
and lifelong learning, the Library Service participates annually
in the national Library Week event in collaboration with the
Library and Information Association of South Africa (LIASA).
Africa Day
Africa Day is celebrated annually on 25 May to commemorate
the founding of the Organisation of African Unity. The
celebrations highlight African solidarity, unity in diversity,
creativity, challenges and successes, and the cultural and
economic potential of our continent.
This celebration is also a platform for the continent to engage
and build stronger networks and partnerships at various levels
across national and international boundaries. The Library
Service actively promotes this initiative on an annual basis
and its Africa Day poster serves as the official poster for the
Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport.

(Top): Publication and Promotions Section

(Middle): The Publication storeroom

(Bottom): Oral History recordings
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National Book Week
National Book Week—a joint project by the South African
Book Development Council (SABDC) and the Department
of Arts and Culture—was introduced in 2011 to celebrate
books and the love of reading. National Book Week aims to
highlight the importance of reading and the incorporation
thereof into children’s daily lives from an early age, as books
should be an enjoyable experience for them.
The Publication and Promotions Section also plays a pivotal
role in the organisation and staging of events in the Western
Cape during this promotional campaign on an annual basis.
Oral History Project
This long term initiative forms part of the vision of the Minister
of Cultural Affairs and Sport of preserving the hitherto
undocumented stories and experiences of individuals and
communities and thereby also contributing to social inclusion
in the province by capturing and recording these personal
histories and making them available to the wider community
in local libraries.

Research Section
The Research Section of the Library Service undertakes
research on library issues which are pertinent to public
libraries and other role players in the library and information
science field. It also sources and makes accessible
management information and collates annual statistics of all
affiliated libraries.
Information Management
The section is responsible for generating databases about
any information regarding the library network that is needed
by staff of the organisation or in the wider LIS sphere. This
includes updates of all contact details of Western Cape
libraries which are constantly sourced and regularly submitted
to the Department of the Premier’s Geographical Information
Systems (GIS) division in order to ensure that the information
on the internet-based Library Atlas, which is available on the
Department of Cultural Affairs and Sports website, is current.
Furthermore the section is the custodian of keeping the list
and tally of all library service points and all annual statistics for
each library.
The gathering of detailed information on each library, which
includes staff compliment, number of internet stations and
study places per library, floor plan and floor size and an image
of the library building to complete the catalogue of pictures of
all Western Cape libraries, is some of the information which is
sourced and made available. The research into each library’s
establishment date and history is an ongoing project and the
large index created as a reference for library’s histories from
old annual reports and back issues of the Cape Librarian as
far back as 1955 is becoming an invaluable resource.

(Top): Research Section
(Second from top): Human Resource Section
(Second from bottom): Financial Management Section
(Bottom): Asset Management Section
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Annual Review
The Research Section also produces the Annual Review for the
Library Service. Annual statistics like membership, circulation,
gate counts, ICT only membership and stock totals for each
library are verified by the senior library assistants from the four
control areas and these statistics are collated and analysed to
provide a report on the usage of libraries. Other statistics like
budget figures, output and activities from all other sections of
the Library Service and highlights of the year are reported on
in the Review. This important document is distributed widely
to all library service points and relevant stakeholders, like
academic institutions and other government institutions. It is
also made available online to the general public.

Providing administrative support
Library Administration Support
The Library Administration Support Section was established
in January 2016 in order to manage and coordinate financial
management and human resources as well as provide general
administrative support systems within the Library Service.

Human resources

Accommodation and transport
The section monitors official use of transport in government
vehicles which are allocated to the Library Service and are
held on its premises. It is quite a challenge to make sure that
the entire fleet of the Library Service is safe and in a good
condition and vehicles are always available for the many trips
undertaken by officials to provide services to the many libraries
in the outlying areas. In addition, the section is responsible for
the management of occupational health and safety procedures.

Occupational health and safety
The section is responsible for the management of
occupational health and safety procedures.

Filing of documents
Registry Section
The Registry Section is responsible for keeping all records and
for the management of all files and documents of the Library
Service. This section must ensure that all procedures, rules
and regulations as well as legislation pertaining to records
management are adhered to.

In the field of human resources the section supports staff in
human resources, manage queries as well as leave and salary
administration. Furthermore it coordinates the process of
performance evaluation, vacancies and recruitment of staff
and workplace skills development.

Financial management
Financial management is undertaken by coordinating the
annual budget of the Library Service by monitoring its
cash flow and spending trends in order to ensure a smooth
financial year-end. This also entails providing inputs towards
strategic planning of the directorate on various platforms
as well as providing financial information for quarterly and
annual reports. The financial management tasks include
supply chain management and accounting services for the
entire programme. Another function of the section is that of
asset management. By overseeing the procurement of goods
and services (including all library materials) and the regular
payment of invoices, proper financial management for the
Library Service is ensured. Physical asset verification also
takes place at our public libraries as well as at head office.

Asset management
The section manages all assets of the directorate which
includes office and desktop equipment as well as furnishings
of the Library Service offices. Building and vehicle inspections
at the regional offices are regularly undertaken to ensure that
all defects, risks and threats are identified and reported.

(Top): Accommodation and Transport Section

(Bottom): Registry Section
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REGIONAL ORGANISATION
Distribution of library material to affiliated public libraries

Here the new books can start their journey to their respective
libraries, where librarians eagerly await them.
The Library Service has fifteen regional offices serving
public libraries in the province. These regional offices are
grouped into four different administrative control areas: Cape
Winelands and Overberg, Eden and Central Karoo, West
Coast and the Metropole Control Area. Each regional office
supports the libraries of two to three municipalities within a
geographic cluster.

Metropole Control Area
The Metropole Control Area consists of five regional offices
which serve library service points in the greater Cape Town
metropole. These regions are Blaauwberg, Cape Town, False
Bay, Southern and Tygerberg.
Each regional office typically consists of a regional librarian,
two or three library assistants, a driver and a general assistant,

whilst the Metropole Control Area is headed by an assistant
director and two admin officers. The function of the regions
is to render a professional library support service to libraries
in the CoCT, which requires close cooperation and interaction
between the two spheres of government.
The service that regions in the Metro Control Area provide
includes weeding of library collections and stock takes;
the supply and delivery of new books, posters and other
promotional items; support material such as book glue
and book plastic covers; management of special requests;
providing professional advice and inter-library loans. Funds for
the purchase of periodicals and newspapers are transferred
directly to the CoCT’s Library and Information Services.
Metropole public libraries are allocated their own book budgets,
guided by clearly identified criteria. The libraries use a spread
sheet with available new titles to select adult and juvenile titles
for purchase, informed by the needs of their library users, at
the monthly book selection meeting held in Cape Town. Lists of
each library’s selected titles to be purchased are consolidated
by the Metropole Control Area. These consolidated lists guide
the actual purchase and allocation of books once they have
been procured and processed.
Regions collect their book consignments from the
preparations department on a weekly basis. They are checked,
allocated and boxed to the requesting libraries. These books,
inter-library loan requests, as well as posters and other
promotional material are then delivered on the routinely
scheduled weekly delivery tours still known as ‘Combi
runs’. At the same time material is collected from libraries
to be delivered to Head Office. Funds for the purchase of
periodicals and newspapers are transferred directly to the
CoCT’s Library and Information Services.
Due to information in books getting outdated as well
as natural wear and tear processes, libraries weed their
collections on a regular basis. During regional tours the
regional staff generally sort these books into three categories
(free choice, general stacks and/or discards) and process
and return them to the regional offices. These are now called
‘returns’ and their location status on the Library Information
Management System database is updated. The free choice
material is interfiled in the general stacks collections. These
materials are still in a good or fair condition, and are used to

Metropole Control Area
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fill stock gaps in libraries in all the regions. The general stacks
is therefore a veritable treasure trove of over 400 000
wonderful books. It is within this context that all the libraries
in a region are regularly invited to visit the regional offices to
select books from the general stacks.
Discards (books that have reached the end of their useful life)
are removed from the system and taken down to Room G05,
also popularly known as ‘the Graveyard Room’. Regular
Disposal Committee meetings (the official process that guides
the writing off of discarded books) are held. Community
organisations that have officially requested donations are
invited to collect books.
The remaining stock is sent for pulping and recycling. Regular
stock takes (guided by a four year cycle) of collections of all
libraries are held. During this process books are scanned and
verified against the holdings of the database. This results in
the generation of a list of missing books, which are sent to the
libraries to find. An account is sent to the libraries for all the
books that cannot be located after a set time period.

(Top): General stacks

(Bottom): Central Reference stacks
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Another type of account that is generated by the region
involves items that have been lost, damaged and paid for by
library users.
A lot of our professional support interventions involve
substantial administrative activities such as the filing and
maintaining of book collections, generation of delivery and
returns lists (which involves ongoing and repeated scanning
of items), verification and checking of the accuracy of
generated lists as well as diverse problem solving activities,
including professional advice and support.

Rural regions
Rural libraries in the ‘platteland’ areas are grouped into
ten regions, administered by three control areas: the Cape
Winelands and Overberg, Eden and Central Karoo and the
West Coast control area.
Except for the vast distances that must be covered to serve
all these libraries, the composition, functions and activities of
the ‘platteland’ (rural) regions are similar, but not identical to
those of the Metro regions.
The platteland regions are also typically staffed with a
regional librarian, one or two library assistants, a driver and a
general assistant. The three control areas are administered by
an assistant director and an admin officer. These days almost
all rural libraries have been computerised.

New books
The platteland regions’ weekly consignment of new books and
other library material from head office is delivered by courier
services. As with the Metro regions, it is one of the major
responsibilities of the platteland regions to ensure that new
library material is fairly distributed to the public libraries. This
involves the fair allocation of special requests and multiple
copies of new titles between the libraries.
Many platteland regions also compile and control temporary
block loans to libraries to ensure a wider readership exposure
to some categories of books bought in small quantities.
The bulk of new books are of course made available for
democratic selection by the libraries during the regular tours
in the region.

(Top): New books
(Middle): Opening a new library
(Bottom): New books received in regions
(Opposite): Book van
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Book parcels and other special deliveries
Because of the distances involved, platteland libraries do
not have the Metro libraries’ luxury of a weekly Combi run to
all libraries for special requests and other urgent deliveries.
Therefore it is part of the daily activities in platteland regions
to make up, send and receive book parcels by post. Many
platteland regions have built up a network of informal delivery
agents. They are mostly colleagues from the clinics, police,
veterinary service, et cetera, who volunteer to deliver or fetch
a box of books or two when visiting neighbouring towns.

Book vans
Travelling long distances is very much part of the platteland
experience. Most of the platteland regions do their regular
tours to all their libraries with specially designed book vans.
Word of a ‘book van sighting’ spreads like wild fire through
the town and the next day the library usually experiences a
mini stampede. It is, after all, only about four times a year that
the library receives new and, if not all new, at least different,
books. Bear in mind that there are no bookshops available in
most small rural towns.

is intimately involved in the whole process of building a new
library, which involves the initial negotiations and signing of
an agreement with the local authority, giving input to the
architect with the building plans and regularly attending site
meetings during the building phase. At the same time the
regional librarian must build a collection for the new library
and might at times be involved with the appointment and
training of staff.

Other activities
Here, as in the libraries in the CoCT metropole, stocktakes
must be done in all libraries in a four-year cycle. Regional
librarians from the rural areas also travel to Cape Town
regularly to attend book selection meetings at head office
(and also, of course to be unofficial couriers for the delivery
and collection of library material and other supplies for their
libraries and last, but not least, to network with their urban
colleagues). In addition, platteland regions organise regular
training as well as the annual library forums, where librarians
from a region are informed on various topics and meet to
discuss topics of common interest.

New libraries
New library service points, from the smallest, lockable mobile
book collections to brand new community libraries, are
constantly established where the need arises. If a new library
service point is established in a region, the regional librarian
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MUNICIPAL SUPPORT SERVICES
Addressing the issue of underfunded libraries

Since the adoption of the Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa in 1996, libraries other than the National
Library are provincial specific competencies, whereas prior
to that municipalities had the shared responsibility with the
province for public libraries. Despite this all the Western
Cape municipalities continued managing and funding public
libraries. This is the so-called unfunded mandate on libraries.

libraries. These projects are all managed in close cooperation
with municipalities and public libraries. The functions of the
MSS sub-directorate are managed by two sections: Municipal
Funding and Public Library Enhancement.

The WCLS is addressing this shortfall by managing and
channelling three grants to municipalities, partially addressing
the unfunded mandate. These are the Conditional Grant
for Community Libraries, the Municipal Replacement Fund
and the Metro Library Grant. In order to fulfil the important
goal of funding and capacitating municipalities to enhance
effective service delivery at public libraries in the Western
Cape, the new sub-directorate of Municipal Support Services
(MSS) was established in 2015. This sub-directorate is also
responsible for the roll-out and maintenance of free internet
facilities (the Rural Libraries Connectivity Project or RLCP),
the Mini Libraries for the Blind project at rural libraries as well
as the building of new libraries and the upgrading of existing

The Municipal Funding section manages the following three
dedicated funds. The Conditional Grant for Community
Libraries from national government is managed by the
provinces and has existed since 2007/2008. The Western
Cape specific Municipal Replacement Funding is earmarked
for the 15 B3 municipalities and started in 2011/2012. The
Western Cape specific Metro Library Grant is earmarked for
the CoCT Metropole and started in 2015/2016. These grants
are aimed at supporting library services at municipal level by
addressing the so called unfunded mandate. This includes
the allocation and transfer of funds and the monitoring of the
spending by municipalities, as well as assisting municipalities
in capacity building regarding the management of their
libraries with these funds.

Municipal Funding

Conditional Grant
The purpose of the Conditional Grant for Community
Libraries (CG) is to transform urban and rural public library
infrastructure, facilities and services through a recapitalised
programme at national, provincial and local government level.
Since its inception CG has been funding additional staff at
public libraries. More recently it has also started co-funding
public library staff at the B-category (rural) municipalities. The
grant also funds new libraries and upgrades and maintenance
at existing libraries, as well as furniture and equipment for
these. All of the above funding aspects are included in the
allocations to the municipalities.

Municipal Replacement Funding
The aim of the Municipal Replacement Fund (MRF) is to
supplement municipal investment into library services and
to sustain the future professional delivery and development
of such services in the fifteen B3 municipalities (rural
municipalities with smaller budgets) of the Western Cape.
MRF funds the public library staff, operational and small
capital expenses in these municipalities.

(Top): Handing over a cheque to a municipality to build a new library

(Bottom): Children using the internet in a public library
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Metro Library Grant
The Metro Library Grant (MLG) is aimed at supplementing the
CoCT’s spending on library infrastructure.

Public Library Enhancement
The Public Library Enhancement section is responsible
for projects, mostly funded by the CG. Some projects are
centrally managed and some are managed in collaboration
with municipalities. These projects include new libraries,
modular libraries and library upgrades.
The RLCP provides free internet facilities at more than
200 rural libraries in cooperation with and with co-funding
from the provincial Broadband Initiative. There are also Mini
Libraries for the Blind sections in some public libraries. This
project is managed in cooperation with the South African
Library for the Blind.

(Top): Municipal Support Services staff

(Bottom): Municipal Support Services Section
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HISTORICAL DISPLAY
AND AUDITORIUM

In the basement of the Library Service you can find a historical
display of equipment that was used years ago to perform the
operational tasks.
A large auditorium is situated on the 1st floor of the Library
Service and is used for gatherings of the library staff.

(Top): Historical display area in the basement of the Library Service

(Bottom): Auditorium
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